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Abstract
We present a new node-to-face frictional contact element for the
simulation of the nonsmooth dynamics of systems composed of rigid
and flexible bodies connected by kinematic joints. The equations of
motion are integrated using a nonsmooth generalized-α time integra-
tion scheme and the frictional contact problem is formulated using a
mixed approach, based on an augmented Lagrangian technique and a
Coulomb friction law. The numerical results are independent of any
user-defined penalty parameter for the normal or tangential component
of the forces and, the bilateral and the unilateral constraints are exactly
fulfilled both at position and velocity levels. Finally, the robustness
and the performance of the proposed algorithm are demonstrated by
solving several numerical examples of nonsmooth mechanical systems
involving frictional contact.
Keywords: Solids; Impact; Nonlinear dynamics; Contact; Multibody dy-
namics; Time integration, Implicit
1 Introduction
Many mechanical engineering applications are subjected to high frequency
vibrations produced by impacts between components that can reduce the
service life of the entire system, for example: robotic manipulators [1], gear-
boxes [2] and electrical circuit breakers [3]. Thus, an important challenge
to design this kind of mechanisms, is the accurate prediction of velocities,
accelerations and forces that occur in a short period of time. Over the
past few decades, several authors have proposed numerical techniques to
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deal with the highly nonlinear system of equations resulting from the Sig-
norini condition and the Coulomb friction law, which are usually used to
model problems involving impacts and friction. However, there is not yet a
completely robust algorithm suitable for a large range of applications deal-
ing with impacts and friction, so that contact mechanics is still an active
research area even nowadays.
The first mathematical formulation for frictional contact problems was
proposed more than 200 years ago by Coulomb and then followed by Hertz
[4]. In this law, only one macroscopic parameter is considered in the formu-
lation: the friction coefficient. Although this law is very simple, it allows one
to represent with an acceptable accuracy a wide range of real world applica-
tions. Since this seminal work, great efforts were made to better represent
the friction process by including tribological properties, such as the lubrica-
tion conditions, the plastic deformations and the geometric changes of the
contact surfaces, at the cost of an increased difficulty of the analysis. Hence,
the Coulomb friction law is still commonly used for system-level simulation,
because of its simplicity and its ability to capture essential aspects of the
friction process. In numerical formulations, when the Coulomb friction law
is used, the normal force is independent of the friction force, and, conse-
quently, a non-symmetric system of equations is obtained. This results in
an increase in the complexity of the numerical solver and in a degradation
of the convergence rate of the algorithms [5, 6]. A compilation of standard
frictional contact formulations can be found in [7–10].
In computational contact mechanics, the enforcement of the unilateral
constraint of the frictional contact/impact problem can be addressed by
three main strategies: penalty, Lagrange multipliers, and augmented La-
grangian methods. Penalty approaches assume a smooth contact behaviour
and the exact solution is recovered only for an infinite value of the penalty
constant [11–15]. High penalty values lead to a set of stiff differential equa-
tions that produce ill-conditioned matrices and severe precision losses [16].
The displacement is the only primary variable in the formulation, leading to
a relatively easy numerical implementation. Nevertheless, it requires a very
small time step to capture the dynamic phenomena during the impact pro-
cess yielding an expensive method. Additionally, the choice of the penalty
factor by the user in order to obtain acceptable solutions that limit the un-
avoidable penetration between contacting bodies bears some arbitrariness.
Lagrange multipliers methods guarantee the exact fulfilment of the con-
straints overcoming the ill-conditioning inconvenience of penalty methods
at the expense of an increase in the size of the system of equations [3, 17].
These methods can be related to nonlinear optimization problems, which
permit the use of formulations with a solid mathematical background. A
combination of the penalty and the Lagrange multipliers techniques leads
to the so-called augmented Lagrangian methods [18–21]. The augmented
Lagrangian method was proposed first by Hestenes [22] and Powell [23] to
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solve optimization problems with equality constraints. The augmented La-
grangian and the penalty methods both involve a penalty parameter. The
role of the penalty factor in the augmented Lagrangian method is only to im-
prove the convergence rate, whilst in the penalty method this factor directly
influences the accuracy of the solution [24].
A proper selection of a time integration scheme is then required. Time in-
tegrators for nonsmooth dynamics are usually classified in two main groups,
namely, event-driven and time-stepping time integrators. Event-driven schemes
are based on the exact detection of the time of impact. They proved to be
accurate but if a large number of events occur in a short period of time,
they become inefficient. On the other hand, event-capturing time-stepping
integrators are able to treat several impacts in a single time step, by for-
mulating the contact constraints at the velocity level with an impact law.
The Newton impact law relates the velocity after impact to the velocity
before impact with a restitution coefficient. One of these methods, that
was initially developed by Jean and Moreau [25, 26], gives robust and ef-
ficient algorithms with a rigorous mathematical formulation. However, it
leads to a first-order approximation of motion with high levels of numerical
dissipation that compromise the accuracy of the computation of vibrations
in flexible components and thus, a very small time step is required to get
good results. Other drawback of this methodology is the constraint drift at
the position level, because the constraints are imposed only at the velocity
level. Currently, several nonsmooth contact dynamic algorithms are imple-
mented in software packages, for example in LMGC90 [27], Siconos [28], and
Oofelie [29].
In case of studying the dynamics of structures with a finite element
spatial discretization, classical time integration schemes are the Newmark
family methods [30], the Hilbert-Hughes-Taylor method (HHT) [31] and the
generalized-α method [32]. These are implicit integrators that assume that
the kinematic variables are smooth and consequently a second order pre-
cision is obtained [13, 33]. These solvers can deal with stiff problems in
structural dynamics with a broad frequency content [24]. However, when
abrupt changes of the velocity appear in case of impact, these methods
produce numerical solutions that show severe precision losses with a non
physical behaviour and the generation of fictitious energy at the contact
instant. To avoid this problem, time integration schemes that preserve the
total energy of the system have been proposed in which the contact inequali-
ties are transformed in equality constraints by using a slack variable [34,35].
The drawback of this kind of integrators is that they require the design of
unconventional elements in the finite element library specifically adapted to
the integrator.
A family of modified Newmark schemes specifically tailored for the time
integration of flexible contact problems can be found in [36–38]. Although
these schemes are shown to perform well, we are interested in contact prob-
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lems involving not only flexible but also rigid bodies and bilateral constraints
which are usually found the modelling of multibody systems.
The nonsmooth generalized-α (NSGA) scheme was introduced by Brüls
et al. [39] for modelling contact in multibody systems. It consists in splitting
the involved fields into a (nonsmooth) impulsive contribution integrated with
first-order accuracy, and a smooth contribution integrated with second-order
accuracy by means of the generalized-α method. In this way, the smooth
vibration phenomena are computed with small numerical dissipation, giving
an accurate computation of the flexible dynamic response as shown in [40].
The NSGA also guarantees the exact satisfaction of the constraints both
at velocity and at position levels, eliminating any drift problems. In other
words, penetration is avoided both at position and velocity levels. Another
important aspect of this methodology is that the final system of equations
is solved at each time-step using a monolithic semi-smooth Newton method.
In a recent work, Cosimo et al. [41] presented a decoupled version of the
nonsmooth generalized-α method. Two noticeable differences with respect
to its predecessor [39] should be highlighted. On the one hand, the defini-
tion of the splitting is modified in order to ensure a decoupling of the three
different subsets of equations that need to be solved at every time step. This
feature improves considerably the robustness of the integrator for problems
involving nonlinear bilateral constraints and flexible elements. On the other
hand, the equations are formulated by using an augmented Lagrangian ap-
proach, which combines Lagrange multipliers and penalty terms. So far this
methodology was only applied to frictionless contact and impact problems.
The objective of this work is to simulate the nonsmooth dynamics of
multibody systems subject to impact and friction using the non-smooth
generalized-α time integration scheme. The contact and friction kinematics
selected for this study is a node-to-face element that can handle the large
finite rotations originated by changes of orientation of the contact plane.
This formulation is useful for treating rigid-rigid and rigid-flexible contact
with friction, which appear in many types of mechanisms. We remark that
flexible-flexible contact problems are generally handled using Mortar-based
formulations as in [36, 42, 43]. The implementation of this approach in the
context of the non-smooth generalized-α integration scheme is currently un-
der development.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the equations of
motion. Section 3 gives a brief explanation of the nonsmooth generalized-
α time integrator for frictionless problems introduced in [41]. Section 4
presents the main contributions of this work, i.e., the formulation of the
frictional contact element. In this section the internal force vectors and tan-
gent matrices of the frictional contact element are presented. In section 5,
several numerical examples are studied to evaluate the robustness and accu-
racy of the proposed frictional contact model. Finally, the main conclusions
of the paper are summarized in section 6.
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2 Equations of motion
After spatial semi-discretization, the equations of motion for a multibody
system with unilateral and bilateral constraints are written in the following
form at velocity level:
q̇+ = v+ (1a)
M(q) dv − gTq di = f(q,v, t) dt (1b)
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N (q) ≤ 0, ∀ j ∈ U(1e)
where
• U denotes the set of indices of the unilateral constraints, U is its com-
plementarity set, i.e., the set of bilateral constraints and C = U ∪ U is
the full set of constraints.
• q is the vector of coordinates.
• q̇+(t) = limγ→t,γ>t q̇(γ) and v+(t) = limγ→t,γ>t v(γ) are the right
limits of the velocity. Meanwhile, v−(t) = limγ→t,γ<t v(γ) denotes
the left limit of the velocity (i.e. the velocity before impact). These
quantities are functions of bounded variation. The convention v(t) =
v+(t) and q̇(t) = q̇+(t) will be used in the remaining part of this work
for conciseness in notation.
• di is the impulse measure of the contact reaction and the bilateral
forces.
• diN and diT are the impulse measures of the contact reaction forces
in the normal and tangential directions, respectively.
• g is the combined set of bilateral and unilateral constraints, and gq(q)
is the corresponding gradient.
• gNq and gTq are the gradient matrices in the normal and tangential
directions at the contact point, respectively.
• At impact, the velocities v and v− are related by the Newton im-









− = 0 in the tangential direction.
• ejN ∈ [0, 1] and e
j
T ∈ [−1, 1] are the normal and the tangential
coefficients of restitution at the contact point j ∈ U , respectively.
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• ψR+ is the indicator function of the real half line R+ and ∂ψR+ is the
sub-differential of ψR+ . Meanwhile, ψC(diN ) is the indicator function
of a section of the Coulomb friction cone. Equations (1e) represent
the frictional unilateral conditions.
• f(q,v, t) = f ext(t) − f cin(q,v) − fdamp(q,v) − f int(q) collects the
external, complementary inertia, damping and internal forces.
• M(q) is the mass matrix which may, in general, depend on the coor-
dinates.
• dv is the differential measure associated with the velocity v, assumed
to be of bounded variation.
• t is time, and dt is the corresponding standard Lebesgue measure.
3 Nonsmooth generalized-α time integrator for fric-
tionless problems
The decoupled version of the nonsmooth generalized-α method presented in
[41] is used to integrate the equations of motion. This integrator is character-
ized by a splitting of the involved fields into an impulsive contribution, which
is integrated with first-order accuracy, and a smooth contribution, which is
integrated with second order accuracy using a generalized-α method. Addi-
tionally, the equation of motion is reformulated such that the unilateral and
bilateral constraints appear both at position and velocity levels. This pro-
cedure is inspired by the index-reduction proposed by Gear, Gupta and
Leimkuhler for bilaterally constrained mechanical systems [44]. Various
splitting strategies have been discuses in previous works [39,41,45,46]. The
splitting proposed in [41] leads to a system of equations which can be ar-
ranged as three sub-problems which can be solved in a sequential decoupled
manner without introducing any approximation. The final set of time dis-
cretized equations is next provided for the frictionless case. Further details
and the analysis of the method can be found in [41]. The application of this
integrator to problems with friction is studied in Section 4.
Let us consider a time step (tn, tn+1] with the stepsize h = tn+1− tn. At
time tn+1, the splitting decomposes the physical displacement and velocity
fields into smooth contributions q̃n+1 and ṽn+1 and nonsmooth contributions
Un+1 and Wn+1 according to
qn+1 = q̃n+1 +Un+1 (2a)
vn+1 = ṽn+1 +Wn+1 (2b)
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3.1 Computation of the smooth motion
The smooth motion is defined by a modified form of the equations of motion
at time step n+ 1 where the contributions of the unilateral constraints and
associated reaction forces are ignored, i.e.,





n+1 − psgUq̃,n+1 ṽn+1
)
= 0 (3a)
−ksgUq̃,n+1 ṽn+1 = 0 (3b)
with the notation gTq̃,n+1 = g
T
q̃ (q̃n+1); λ̃
U is a Lagrange multiplier associated
with the bilateral constraint, ps ≥ 0 is the penalty parameter and ks > 0 is a
scaling factor for the Lagrange multipliers. The scaling factor ks contributes
to an improvement of the condition number of the iteration matrix, which
yields in a better convergence rate. The advantage of using an augmented
Lagrangian method is the presence of the penalty term with the penalty
coefficient ps which adds convexity to the objective function and improves
convergence of the Newton iteration far from the solution [24]. This factor
does not influence the accuracy of the computed solution.
These equations are completed with the difference equations of the gen-
eralized-α scheme,
q̃n+1 = qn + hvn + h
2(0.5− β)an + h2βan+1 (4a)
ṽn+1 = vn + h(1− γ)an + hγan+1 (4b)
(1− αm)an+1 + αman = (1− αf ) ˙̃vn+1 + αf ˙̃vn (4c)
where an+1 is a pseudo acceleration term that arises in the generalized-α
integrator scheme [47]. The numerical coefficients γ, β, αm, and αf can
be chosen to achieve a desired level high-frequency dissipation, represented








, γ = 0.5 + αf − αm, β = 0.25(γ + 0.5)2
(5)
Equations (3-4) involve only the smooth displacements q̃n+1 and veloci-
ties ṽn+1 and are thus decoupled from the variables Wn+1, Un+1, qn+1, and
vn+1. Thus, these five equations can be solved for the five variables q̃n+1,
ṽn+1, λ̃
U
n+1, ˙̃vn+1 and an+1 using a Newton-Raphson algorithm.
3.2 Computation of the position correction
After the computation of the smooth motion, the position correction Un+1 is
computed in order to obtain a displacement qn+1 which satisfies the bilateral
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constraints gU (qn+1) = 0 and the non-penetration constraints g
U (qn+1) ≥
0. An augmented Lagrangian approach as presented by Alart and Curnier
[21] is adopted as described in [41]. At position level, the Lagrange multiplier
of the unilateral and bilateral constraints is denoted by ν and the augmented
multiplier is defined as
ξn+1 = kpνn+1 − ppgn+1 (6)
where pp > 0 is the penalty parameter, kp > 0 is the scale factor for the
Lagrange multiplier ν and gn+1 = g(qn+1). The active set at position level
A ≡ An+1 and its complement A ≡ An+1 are given by
An+1 = U ∪
{
j ∈ U : ξjn+1 ≥ 0
}
(7a)
An+1 = C \ An+1 (7b)
The equations for the position correction are obtained as




n+1 = 0 (8a)




νAn+1 = 0 (8c)
where
fpn+1 = f(qn+1, ṽn+1, tn+1)− f(q̃n+1, ṽn+1, tn+1) +
(






This set of equations can be solved for the unknown variables Un+1 and
νn+1 using a Newton semi-smooth method.
3.3 Computation of the velocity jump
After the computation of the displacement field, the velocity jump Wn+1
is computed such that the velocity vn+1 satisfies the bilateral constraints






q,nvn = 0 for all unilateral
constraints j ∈ U that are active at position level, i.e., that satisfy ξjn+1 ≥ 0.
Again, an augmented Lagrangian approach is adopted as in [41], with the
Lagrange multiplier of the unilateral and bilateral constraints at velocity
level denoted by Λ and with the augmented multiplier defined by
σn+1 = kvΛn+1 − pv
◦
gn+1 (10)
where pv > 0 is the penalty parameter, kv > 0 is the scaling factor for the
Lagrange multiplier Λ, and
◦









q,nvn (= 0) (11)
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which applies for every j ∈ C. The coefficients associated to bilateral con-
straints are trivially defined as ejN = 0 ∀ j ∈ U . The active set B ≡ Bn+1
and its complement B ≡ Bn+1 are given by
Bn+1 = U ∪ {j ∈ An+1 : σjn+1 ≥ 0} (12a)
Bn+1 = C \ Bn+1 (12b)
The equations for the velocity jump can be derived as




n+1 = 0 (13a)
−kv
◦





ΛBn+1 = 0 (13c)
where
f∗n+1 = f(qn+1,vn+1, tn+1)− f(q̃n+1, ṽn+1, tn+1)




n+1 − (M(qn+1)−M(q̃n+1)) ˙̃vn+1 (14)
This set of equations can be solved for the unknown variables Wn+1 and
Λn+1 using a Newton semi-smooth method.
3.4 Global numerical procedure
In the nonsmooth generalized-α scheme, the three sub-problems (3, 8, 13)
need to be solved at each time step for the smooth motion, the position
correction and the velocity jump, with the computations organized in a
sequential manner. The complete derivation of the equations of the different
sub-problems and a detailed performance analysis of the resulting algorithm
compared with [39] are described in detail in [41].
Let us introduce rs, rp and rv as the residuals of Eqs. (3), (8) and (13),


















The correction equations for each sub-problem are obtained as
Sit ∆x
i = −ri, for i = s, p, v. (16)
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The iteration matrices are respectively given by
Sst =

















































M(q̃n+1) ˙̃vn+1 − gU ,Tq̃,n+1 (ksλ̃
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As mentioned before, the solution does not depend on the value of the
parameters ks, kp, kv, ps, pp and pv. Nevertheless, the convergence rate
does depend on their values. In numerical computations, default values of
the scaling and penalty parameters are selected according to the following
relations given in [48,49]
ks = ps =
m̄
h
, kp = pp = m̄, kv = pv = m̄, (21)
where m̄ is a characteristic value of the mass of the problem. The steps
involved by the integration algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1. It
should be observed that each sub-problem is solved with a Newton scheme.
In practice this Newton scheme is complemented with a line-search strategy
to improve the robustness of the resulting algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Modified Nonsmooth GGL generalized-α time integration
scheme
1: Inputs: initial values q0 and v0;
2: Compute consistent value of ˙̃v0
3: a0 := ˙̃v0
4: for n = 0 to nfinal − 1 do
5: ˙̃vn+1 := 0, λ̃
U
n+1 := 0, νn+1 := 0
6: Λn+1 := 0, Wn+1 := 0, Un+1 := 0
7: an+1 := 1/(1− αm)(αf ˙̃vn − αman)
8: vn+1 := ṽn+1 := vn + h(1− γ)an + hγan+1
9: qn+1 := qn + hvn + h
2(1/2 − β)an + h2βan+1
10: Step 1 (smooth motion):
11: for i = 1 to imax do
12: Compute residual rs
13: if ∥rs∥ < tol then break end if
14: Compute the iteration matrix Sst
15: ∆xs := −(Sst )−1rs
16: ṽn+1 := ṽn+1 +∆ṽ
17: ˙̃vn+1 := ˙̃vn+1 + (1− αm)/((1− αf )γh)∆ṽ








21: Step 2 (projection on position constraints):
22: for i = 1 to imax do
23: Compute residual rp
24: if ||rp|| < tol then break end if
25: Compute Spt
26: ∆xp := −(Spt )−1rp
27: Un+1 := Un+1 +∆U
28: qn+1 := qn+1 +∆U
29: νn+1 := νn+1 +∆ν
30: end for
31: Step 3 (projection on velocity constraints):
32: for i = 1 to imax do
33: Compute residual rv
34: if ||rv|| < tol then break end if
35: Compute Svt
36: ∆xv := −(Svt )−1rv
37: Wn+1 := Wn+1 +∆W
38: vn+1 := ṽn+1 +Wn+1
39: Λn+1 := Λn+1 +∆Λ
40: end for
41: an+1 := an+1 + (1− αf )/(1− αm) ˙̃vn+1
42: end for
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Figure 1: Node-to-face contact element.
4 Frictional contact formulation
The nonlinear Finite Element Method (FEM) is used in this work to analyze
multibody systems composed of rigid and/or flexible elements and kinematic
joints with different types of loading. By using the FEM approach, there is
no distinction between the global coordinates of the rigid or flexible bodies.
Therefore, the nonlinear effects are simply considered in the formulation
with respect to a unique inertial frame [24].
By observing Eqs. (8,13), the only terms that are related with the fric-
tionless unilateral constraints can be compiled in the following global gen-
eralized internal force vectors at position and velocity levels, respectively,



















































In a similar way, we consider that the frictional contact element does
not contribute to the smooth motion and only participates to the position
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and velocity equations through vectors F pG(qn+1,νn+1) and F
v
G(vn+1,Λn+1)
that will be detailed below.
The proposed node-to-face frictional contact element is formulated in the
framework of finite displacements and rotations. It is composed of a master
planar rigid face in space with reference node A in body B1, and a single
node B belonging to body B2, see Fig. 1. For conciseness, this study focuses
on the contact of a node with a planar external surface of a body.
The coordinates of the contact element q include the positions xA and
xB of nodes A and B, respectively, and the rotation operator RA of node A.
For the treatment of the rotation operator, we follow a similar formulation
and solution strategy as described in [50]. The rotational velocity of node A
is thus represented in the velocity vector v by the three components of the
angular velocity vector ΩA in the local frame of node A. For this rotation
variable, Eq. (1a) is replaced by
ṘA = RAΩ̃A (26)
where the operator ũ : R3 → R3⊗R3 returns a 3×3 skew-symmetric matrix
such that u × v = ũv = −v × u, ∀ u,v ∈ R3. Let us observe that, in the
scope of this section 4, the “tilde” operator has a different meaning than in
sections 2 and 3. Following the principle of the Lie group solver [50], the
rotation at time step n+1 is represented as an increment vector ΨA,n+1 ∈ R3
with respect to the rotation at time step n as
RA,n+1 = RA,n exp(Ψ̃A,n+1) (27)
which involves the exponential map on the rotation group. The nonsmooth
generalized-α time integration formulae are then expressed in terms of the
unknowns ΨA,n+1 and ΩA,n+1 at position and velocity levels, respectively.
The inertial frame is defined by a set of orthonormal vectors E1, E2 and
E3, see Fig 1. During motion, node B undergoes a displacement, meanwhile
the rigid plane rotates and translates. The normal to the contact surface
in the reference configuration is given by N , meanwhile the vectors T1 and
T2 are tangent to the contact surface. The positions of nodes A and B in
the reference configuration are XA and XB, respectively, and the positions
of nodes A and B in the current configuration are given by vectors xA and
xB, respectively. During motion, the new orientations of N , T1 and T2 at
the current configuration, are denoted by vectors n, t1 and t2, respectively:
nn+1 = RA,n+1N (28)
t1,n+1 = RA,n+1T1 (29)
t2,n+1 = RA,n+1T2 (30)
The normal gap between nodes A and B in the current configuration is
gN,n+1 = N
TRTA,n+1 (xB,n+1 − xA,n+1) (31)
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The normal gap is used to evaluate if the interacting bodies come in contact
with each other (a zero gap indicates contact). From a geometrical point
of view, the normal gap gN represents the shortest distance from node A
to the contact surface at the current configuration. Thus, gN > 0 implies
that the bodies are not in contact. In order to account for friction when
the bodies are in contact, i.e if gN = 0 in the time interval (tn, tn+1), the
incremental tangential movement with components gT1,n+1, gT2,n+1 referred











RTA,n+1 (xB,n+1 − xA,n+1)−RTA,n (xB,n − xA,n)
] (32)







NTRTA,n+1 (xB,n+1 − xA,n+1)
T T1
[




RTA,n+1 (xB,n+1 − xA,n+1)−RTA,n (xB,n − xA,n)
]
(33)
where the first component is the normal gap, while the second and the third
components are the tangential displacements. In what follows, we will adopt
the subscripts T and N for denoting the components of a given quantity in
the tangential and in the normal directions, respectively.
4.1 Frictional contact problem at position level
The modelling of friction represents an additional complexity with respect to
the frictionless problem, as a consequence of the non-conservative character
of the friction forces. The most popular model is given by the Coulomb
friction law. In this model, the bodies in contact can be in two different
states: stick or slip. In stick, there is no relative displacement between
the bodies, meanwhile in slip the bodies slide on each other. At position
level, the friction law should be expressed in terms of the main unknowns
Un+1 and νn+1 (with the splitting qn+1 = q̃n+1+Un+1). The restrictions of
gap, contact, stick or slip, described before, are represented by the following
frictional contact conditions,
gN,n+1 ≥ 0, νN,n+1 ≥ 0, gN,n+1νN,n+1 = 0; (34a)
∥gT,n+1∥ ≥ 0, ∥νT,n+1∥ ≤ µνN,n+1,






where νN and νT are the normal and the tangential Lagrange multipliers
at position level in the normal and tangential directions, respectively, and
collinearity between the tangential displacement and the tangential contact
force is assumed with the tangential force opposed to motion. The first
condition in Eq. (34a) indicates the impenetrability restriction; the sec-
ond one is the non-traction condition (only compression is allowed) and the
third one is the complementarity equation. The second set of restrictions,
Eq. (34b), represents the conditions for friction. The first inequality, that is
always satisfied, states that the tangential displacement is positive or zero;
the second one establishes that the maximum value of the density of the
tangential contact force is µνN,n+1, where µ is the friction coefficient; the
third one is the complementary equation, which indicates that ∥gT,n+1∥ and
∥νT,n+1∥ − µνN,n+1 cannot be simultaneously different from zero. Hence,
when ∥νT,n+1∥ < µνN,n+1 and ∥gT,n+1∥ = 0 the contact status is in stick,
and when ∥gT,n+1∥ ̸= 0, the body slips and the tangential force is equal to
∥νT,n+1∥ = µνN,n+1.
(a) Coulomb isotropic fric-
tion cone
(b) Extension of the aug-
mented Coulomb isotropic
friction cone
Figure 2: Three dimensional representation of the Coulomb friction cone.
It is important to remark that, in the proposed framework, it is manda-
tory to impose the Coulomb friction constraint at position level. In order to
understand this, recall that the time integration scheme is characterized by
three decoupled sub-problems, and that the correction at position level is
blind to any correction done at velocity level for the same time step where
the terms are independent. Therefore, if the friction constraints are im-
posed only at velocity level some non-physical behaviour can be observed at
position level, as shown in more detail in the application example in 5.1.
The set of constraints given in Eq. (34) could have been expressed in
the form of an inclusion as in Eq. (1). In this work, from a convex analysis
as in Alart and Curnier [21], the frictional contact problem is solved by
transforming the normal and tangential inclusions into equivalent equations
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by using the proximal point algorithm [51]. For the sake of conciseness,
in what follows, we only work with the part of the augmented Lagrangian
corresponding to the unilateral constraints of a specific contact element.
A similar approach was used in [41]. The adopted form of the augmented
Lagrangian approach can be derived from the following function expressed in
terms of the variables qn+1 and νn+1 defined in the global frame of reference.


















dist2 [kpνT,n+1 − ppgT,n+1, CξN ]
(35)
where it is understood that the gap function depends on q, though this is
not explicitly mentioned for the sake of conciseness.
In order to facilitate the presentation of the problem, the augmented
Lagrangian is split in two terms: the normal and the tangential contributions
Lp(qn+1,νn+1) = LpN (qn+1, νN,n+1) + L
p
T (qn+1,νT,n+1) (36)
where the augmented Lagrangian in the normal direction is












while in the tangential direction it is given by






dist2 [ξT,n+1, CξN ]
(38)
The function dist(z, C) represents the distance between a point z ∈ Rn
and a convex set C, see
citeLeineBook2008. The normal part of the Lagrangian is based on the
definition of the distance to the set R+:
dist(ξN ,R+) =
{
−ξN if ξN < 0 Gap
0 if ξN ≥ 0 Contact
(39)
The Coulomb isotropic friction law, in 3D problems, is represented by a
cone as shown in Fig. 2(a). A section of the Coulomb cone of radius µνN is
defined by
C(νN ) = {νT s.t. ||νT || ≤ µνN} (40)
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which represents the set of admissible tangential friction forces. Then, the
extended augmented cone CξN is the convex set defined by extension of
the friction cone to the half line R−(ξN ), i.e., the set of negative values
of the normal augmented multiplier, see Fig.2 (b). The tangential part of
the Lagrangian is based on the definition of the distance to the extended
augmented friction cone:
dist(ξT ;CξN ) =

ξT if ξN < 0 Gap
ξT − µξNτ p if ∥ξT ∥ ≥ µξN Slip
0 if ∥ξT ∥ < µξN Stick
(41)
where τ p = ξT /∥ξT ∥ is a unit vector pointing in the direction of the tan-
gential contact force.
4.1.1 Force vector in the normal direction
The generalized internal force vector in the normal direction is obtained by
taking variations of Eq. (37),










where ξN = kpνN−ppgN is the augmented multiplier in the normal direction.
In this equation, the subindex n+1 is omitted for conciseness. This notation










ξNδξN if ξN < 0 Gap
0 if ξN ≥ 0 Contact
(43)
The virtual variation of the normal gap in Eq. (31), is written as follows
δgN = n
T (δxB − δxA) +NT RTA(xB − xA)̃ δΘA (44)
where the variation of the normal δn = −RAÑδΘA was used. Here, δΘA
is the variation of the incremental material rotations at node A such that
δRA = RAδ̃ΘA, [24]. In order to obtain a compact expression for the normal
gap variation, Eq. (44) can be written as follows
δgN = gNqδq (45)
where the gradient matrix in the normal direction is
gNq = [−nT NT d̃AB nT ] (46)
with dAB = R
T
A(xB − xA); δq is the variation of the nodal coordinates for
a contact element with nodes A,B, where the positions and rotations are
ordered in the following way







Replacing Eqs. (43, 45, 46) into Eq. (42), the generalized internal forces
vector of the contact element F pN can then be readily identified as conjugated





δLpN (Φ) = δΦ




















 ξN ≥ 0 Contact
(48)
4.1.2 Force vector in the tangential direction
The generalized internal force vector in the tangential direction is computed
in a similar way. By taking variations of Eq. (38) the following equation is
obtained







dist2(ξT , CξN )
]
(49)









ξT · δξT if ξN < 0 Gap
(∥ξT ∥ − µξN )τp · δξT if ∥ξT ∥ ≥ µξN Slip
0 if ∥ξT ∥ < µξN Stick
(50)
where τp = ξT /∥ξT ∥ is the direction of the tangential contact force at po-
sition level. Then, the virtual variation of the tangential displacement gT
(Eq. (32)) is given by
δgT = gTqδq (51)
with the gradient matrix in the tangential direction defined as
gTq =
[
−tT1 T T1 d̃AB tT1
−tT2 T T2 d̃AB tT2
]
(52)
Finally, replacing Eqs. (50, 51) in Eq. (49), the generalized internal forces
vector of the contact element F pT for the status of gap, slip or stick, is given
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by
δLpT (Φ) = δΦ


























 ∥ξT ∥ < µξN Stick
(53)
4.1.3 Force vector and Hessian matrix at position level
The final expression of the internal contact force vector for the different con-
tact status are obtained by adding the normal and tangential contributions

























 ∥ξT ∥ < µξN Stick
(54)
The linearization of the internal force vector gives the contact Hessian
matrix. The contributions to the Hessian matrix for the different contact
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 ξN < 0 Gap







(−∆νT + µ∆ξNτp + µξN∆τp)
 ∥ξT ∥ ≥ µξN Slip
−∆gTNqξN − gTNq∆ξN −∆gTTqξT − gTTq∆ξT
−kp∆gN
−kp∆gT
 ∥ξT ∥ < µξN Stick
(55)
The contact/friction Hessian matrices are computed by replacing in
Eq. (55) the Eqs. (45, 51) together with the derivatives of the matrices




















The derivative of τp is given by




and finally, the rotation increment ∆ΘA is such that
∆RA = RA∆̃ΘA (59)
4.2 Frictional contact problem at velocity level
The augmented Lagrangian which regularizes the frictional contact problem
































where CσN is a section of radius µσN of the augmented Coulomb friction
cone expressed in terms of variables at velocity level with the generalized










Additionally, the dependence of the impact law in terms of v is not explicitly
specified in Eq. (60) for the sake of conciseness.
Then, by following a similar reasoning as that presented in Section 4.1,































 ∥σT ∥ < µσN Stick
(62)
The unit vector τ v pointing in the direction of the contact force is defined
as τ v = ΛT /∥ΛT ∥.
Finally, the linearization of the internal force vector gives the Hessian
matrix. Note that in Step 3 of the algorithm presented in Section 2, where
the projection on velocity constraints are calculated, the variable q coming
from the solution of the position sub-problem is fixed. Thus, the gradient
matrices gNq and gTq are constant at this instance and do not contribute
in the calculation of the Hessian matrix. Therefore, the Hessian matrix for















 σN < 0 Gap






(−∆ΛT + µ∆σNτv + µσN∆τv)








 ∥σT ∥ < µσN Stick
(63)
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The contact/friction Hessian matrices are computed similarly to the con-
tact/friction Hessian matrices at the position level. The internal forces vec-
tors and the Hessian matrices at the position and velocity levels contribute
to the global tangent matrices and to the generalized internal forces vectors
by a standard assembly procedure.
5 Numerical examples
Several numerical examples are studied to evaluate the robustness and ac-
curacy of the proposed frictional contact model. Each of the examples has
been chosen to highlight different characteristics that help to evaluate the
performance of the proposed friction algorithm. In the first example, a point
mass undergoes slipping and sticking motion on an inclined plane, showing
the ability of the proposed method to handle a friction force different from
zero at equilibrium state. The second example consists of a rocking rod
impacting two supports, which allows us to assess the performance of the
algorithm when the contact surface does not remain still. Then, in order
to study problems with flexible components, the motion of a sliding chain
of springs and masses and the oblique impact of a beam with a rigid wall
are considered. The last example consists in the simulation of a pendulum
impacting a rigid plane attached to flexible supports, showing the ability
of the algorithm for handling flexible elements, a moving contacting surface
and 3D trajectories which imply a 3D frictional behaviour.
The frictional contact algorithm proposed in this work has been imple-
mented in the finite element code Oofelie [29]. The convergence of the nu-
merical solution obtained with the proposed methodology is analyzed in all
examples. For that purpose, the error for each value of the time increment
h is evaluated using the L1 norm:
Error(h) =
∑N
i=0 |fi − f(ti)|∑N
i=0 |f(ti)|
(64)
where N is the number of time steps, fi is the numerical solution obtained
using the nonsmooth generalized-α method (NSGA) and f(ti) is the refer-
ence solution. The analytical solution is adopted as a reference solution in all
cases in which it is available, otherwise the numerical solution corresponding
to a very small time increment is taken as reference solution.
5.1 A point mass sliding and sticking on an inclined plane
This example intends to show the ability of the proposed algorithm to handle
the switch between the sliding and sticking states, and to handle cases with a
friction force different from zero at equilibrium state. The problem consists
of a point mass which is initially in sliding state with an initial tangential
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velocity of v0 = 2 m/s with respect to the inclined plane, Fig. 3(a). Under
the action of gravity and friction, the mass looses velocity. The final state
depends on the friction coefficient and on the plane angle values. Here, the
friction coefficient is larger than the tangent of the slope angle. Therefore,
the mass reaches a state of sticking.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) A point mass sliding and sticking on an inclined plane. (b)
Position correction when Coulomb’s friction law is not imposed at position
level.
The parameters used for the simulation are defined as follows: the mass
of the point is m = 1 kg, the angle of the inclined plane is π/12, the gravity
acceleration is g = 9.81 m/s2, the friction coefficient is µ = 0.3 and the
restitution coefficients for the normal and tangential directions are zero.
The numerical solution is computed with a spectral radius of ρ∞ = 0.8 and
a total simulation time of 2s.



















(a) Displacement in x direction.


















(b) Velocity in x direction.
Figure 4: Point mass sliding and sticking on an inclined plane: results for a
time step of 10−3 s.
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(a) Displacement in x direction.






















(b) Velocity in x direction.
Figure 5: Zoom of the Fig.4, adding also the results for the case of NSGA-NP




























(b) Convergence rate curves.
Figure 6: Point mass sliding and sticking on an inclined plane: results for a
time step of 10−3 s.
A comparison between the numerical and analytical solutions for the
displacement and the velocity fields is shown in Figs. 4(a,b), respectively,
where a good agreement between them can be noticed. As expected, it can
be observed that a slip motion takes place from 0 s to 0.374 s, followed by
a constant sticking phase in which the block remains at rest.
As already mentioned in Section 4.1, the Coulomb’s friction law must
also be imposed at position level, due to the fact that both q̃ and U are blind
to any correction done at velocity level during the time step. In Fig. 5(a),
the results obtained for the x component of the position and the velocity for
the case in which the Coulomb’s friction law is not imposed at position level
(NSGA-NP) are shown. As it can be observed in the NSGA-NP solution,
when the contact is in stick mode, the position still evolves even though the
velocity is zero. This non-physical phenomenon of the NSGA-NP algorithm
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is explained in Fig. 3(b), where it is made clear that the smooth prediction
of the position q̃ is only corrected in the normal direction, and, therefore,
the position of the block ends up artificially sliding down in a kind of nu-
merical drift. This problem is reduced when the time step of the NSGA-NP
algorithm decreases and fully disappears when imposing in the NSGA al-
gorithm as the Coulomb’s law is then imposed at position level, see Figs. 4
and 5.
In Fig. 6(a) the Lagrange multipliers Λ in the normal and tangential
directions can be observed. As expected from the physics, in the tangential
direction a sign change takes place and it represents the change of the contact
status, from sliding to sticking. Additionally, once the mass is at rest the
numerical solution agrees with the analytical values for the normal reaction
impulse ΛN and the tangential friction impulse ΛT which are in this case
9.48× 10−3 Ns and −2.54× 10−3 Ns, respectively. During the sliding phase
the value of the tangential impulse is ΛT = 2.84×10−3 Ns, which is equal to
µΛN , satisfying the Coulomb’s frictional law. It is remarked that in order to
obtain the constraint force, the Lagrange multiplierΛmust be divided by the
time step h, because Λ represents the impulse of the unilateral constraints
which is the integral of the reaction force in the time interval (tn, tn+1].
Lastly, Fig. 6(b) shows the convergence obtained for the displacement and
velocity fields, where, as expected, O(h) is achieved.
5.2 A rocking rod impacting two supports
Let us study a rigid rocking rod impacting two supports, see Fig. 7, which
has already been studied by several authors [52–54]. In this example, the
contact occurs between the support points and the face represented by the
rod, meaning that the contact surface does not remain still. The parameters
of the model and the initial conditions are taken from Zander et al. [52]. The
rocking rod initially falls from a height h1 = 0.104 m with an initial angle
θ = 12◦ under the action of gravity g = 9.8 m/s2. Then, it impacts against
two rigid obstacles separated by a horizontal distance a of 0.4 m and a
vertical height h2, as depicted in Fig. 7. The rod is considered rigid and
slender; it has a length l = 1 m, an inertia moment Iz = 4 × 10−2 kg m2
and a mass m = 0.48 kg. Zander et al. [52] made a numerical study to find
the restitution coefficients that best approximate the results obtained using
a flexible model of the rod, and they found the values for the normal and
tangential restitution coefficients to be eN = 0.6262 and eT = 0, respectively.
In the following simulations, the time increment is 10−3 s, the spectral radius
is ρ∞ = 0.8 and the total simulation time is 0.3 s.
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Figure 7: Rocking rod dimensions.
In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed methodology, four
different configurations for the supports are considered. The vertical position
of the supports and the friction coefficients are selected as specified in Table
1, where h2 is the vertical distance between supports and, µ1 and µ2 are the
friction coefficients at support 1 and 2, respectively.
Case h2 [m] µ1 µ2 a [m]
I 0 0.1 0.1 0.4
II 0 0 0.1 0.4
III 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4
IV 0.4 0 0.3 0.4
Table 1: Rocking rod parameters.
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Figure 8: Normal gap in the contacts for the rocking rod example.
The numerical solution of Case I is depicted in Fig. 8(a), where the
normal gap distance between the supports and the rod are compared to
the solution computed by Zander et al. [52]. Both solutions are in a good
agreement. Figure 8(b) presents the results for Case II, where the normal
gap distance at support 1 is assumed frictionless, whilst friction effects are
considered in the support 2. By analyzing this figure, after the first impact,
the normal gap distance at support 1 shows different bounces from the fric-
tionless case (take Fig. 8(a) as reference). On the other hand, the solution
for the normal gap distance at support 2 is not very affected until impacting
for the second time. This happens because during this period of time the
right end of the rod is in a free fall motion. Then, after the third impact,
the solutions for Case I and II show a different behaviour.
The cases II and III, in which the supports are not aligned horizontally
and the friction coefficients are different, are also tested. It can be observed
that the solutions in Figs. 8(c,d) are quite different compared with Cases
I and II. In all the studied cases, exact satisfaction of the constraints at
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Figure 9: Convergence rate for the rocking rod example.
position level is attained, see Fig. 8.
The convergence of the error with the time step is shown in Fig. 9, the
reference solution is obtained with h = 10−6 s. A linear convergence rate is
obtained for all cases.
5.3 Sliding masses connected by springs
In this example, the capability of the proposed methodology to deal with
flexible components is studied. It consists of 21 identical masses, m =
0.0025 kg, connected by 20 equal springs of length ℓ = 0.05 m and rigidity
k = 20 N/m, as shown in Fig. 10. The system has zero initial velocity and
displacement, with an axial force F = 0.4 N acting on the first node from t =
0 s to t = 0.1 s. A friction coefficient µ = 0.3 and a gravity acceleration of g =
9.81 m/s2 are adopted. The normal and tangential restitution coefficients
are zero, and the analyzed time interval is t ∈ [0, 1.5] s.
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Figure 10: System of sliding masses connected by springs.
First, a time step of h = 10−3 s is used. Fig. 11(a) shows the positions
of the first and last nodes, and the total length of the system. The first
node starts to move in response to the action of the applied force and a
wave front propagates. The last node starts to move after 0.22 s, with the
subsequent shrinkage of the system and a wave reflection. Thanks to friction,
the wave propagates in several cycles but with a decreasing amplitude up to
the point where the system remains still without moving and with its initial
length recovered. The wave propagation effect can be clearly observed in
Fig. 11(b) as well as in Fig. 12(a) where the velocity for each node is shown
as a function of time. Finally, the results for a convergence study can be
observed in Fig. 12(b) where, as expected, O(h) is achieved.











































Figure 11: Sliding masses for a time step h = 10−3s.
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(a) Plot of nodal velocity amplitudes in
















Figure 12: Sliding masses results.
5.4 Oblique impact of an elastic beam against a rigid wall
This example deals with the oblique impact of an elastic beam against a rigid
wall (Fig. 13), which allows us to evaluate the robustness of the method for
problems involving friction and nonlinear flexible elements such as beams.
Initially, Garćıa Orden and Goicolea [55] studied this problem using truss
elements and only axial deformation effects. Then, Lens and Cardona [56]
proposed a modification taking into account the flexural behaviour by using
beam elements in the framework of an energy preserving time integration
scheme.
Figure 13: Oblique impact of a flexible beam with a rigid wall.
The elastic beam impacts against a vertical rigid wall with an angle of
incidence θ. It moves horizontally until the lower tip of the beam impacts
with the rigid wall. Then, it rotates resulting in a second impact at the
upper end of the beam. The initial configuration is defined by θ = 35.2◦ and
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v0 = 2 m/s. The beam is 1 m long with a transverse area of 2.5477×10−3 m2
and inertia moment of I = 5.40897 × 10−7 m4. The Young modulus is 1 ×
109 N/m2, the Poisson ratio is 0.3 and the mass density is ρ = 7850 kg/m3.
The friction coefficient is µ = 0.5 and the normal and tangential restitution
coefficients are zero. The beam is discretized with eight equally spaced
nonlinear beam finite elements.


























(b) Zoom of the normal gap for contact 1.
Figure 14: Oblique impact of a beam results.















(a) Horizontal velocity of the lower end of
the beam.













Figure 15: Oblique impact of a beam results.
The normal gap for both contacts are shown in Fig. 14(a), where the
results are computed with a time step h = 10−4. It can be observed that
the first impact takes place in the lower end of the beam at 0.05 s. The
second impact occurs at the other end of the beam at 0.5878 s. A detail
of the motion involving the dynamics of the first impact is shown in 14(b)
and 15(a). It is observed that the impact phase has a duration of 82.5 ms.
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During the first 5 ms the contact remains closed, after which the tip of
the beam clatters until the contact is completely released. This vibration
effect is more evident at the velocity level, as it can be appreciated in Fig.
15(a), where the x-component of the velocity field during the impact phase
is shown. The convergence analysis is shown in Fig. 15(b), it was computed
for a total time of 0.85 s with different time step sizes.
The numerical solutions presented in this paper can be compared to those
presented by Lens and Cardona [56] or Garćıa Orden and Goicolea [55].
However, we should take into account that Garćıa Orden and Goicolea only
considered axial deformation effects and friction was not modelled. On the
other hand, in the model of Lens and Cardona [56] the flexural behaviour
was modeled using beam elements; however, the impact was frictionless.
Furthermore, in both cases, the impact equations were regularized by the
penalty method, and a high dependency of results on the penalty factor was
shown. Hence, owing to these facts, the dynamic response obtained with
the current model is not exactly the same to the ones found in [55,56].
5.5 A pendulum impacting a rigid plane attached to flexible
supports
A pendulum impacting a rigid plane attached to flexible supports as shown
in Fig. 16 has been simulated. The plane is of square shape with a side
length of l = 5 m. Its center of mass, located at its geometrical center, has
its translations fixed, therefore it can only rotate. Each of the four corners of
this plane are attached to a geometrically nonlinear spring-damper element,
where the stiffness constant and the damping coefficient are 100 N/m and
1 Ns/m, respectively, and the initial length is L0 = 0.2 m. The mass and
the principal moments of inertia of the plate are equal to ms = 0.2 kg and
Is = msL
2/6. At a height h0 = 1 m from the center of the plane, there is
attached a pendulum of 1.3 m length with mass and principal moments of
inertia equal to mp = 5 kg and Ip = mpl
2. The fixed end of the pendu-
lum is free to rotate, and initially the free end is in the position (0; 1.3; 1)
m. Both, the pendulum and the plane are under the action of the grav-
ity equal to 9.81 m/s2. Initially, the pendulum has an angular velocity of
Ω = (0; 0; 1.5) rad/s and the free end a velocity of v = (−1.95; 0; 0) m/s.
Friction is modelled adopting a friction coefficient equal to µ = 0.3, and the
normal and tangential restitution coefficients are taken equal to zero. This
setting allows us to show the ability of the proposed algorithm for handling
flexible elements and a 3D frictional behaviour.
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Figure 16: Pendulum impacting a rigid plane attached to flexible supports:
Configuration of the problem.













(a) Gap in the normal direction and L2
norm of the Gap in the tangential direc-
tions.












(b) Zoom of the previous figure.










































Figure 17: Pendulum impacting a rigid plane attached to flexible supports
(results for h = 10−3).
The pendulum starts a downwards trajectory in response to the effect
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of gravity, until colliding with the plane attached to flexible supports. Due
to the flexibility of the system, the pendulum bounces adopting states of
sliding and sticking as the orientation of the plane changes in response to
the collisions with the pendulum. This can be observed in Fig. 17(a-b),
where the bounces of the pendulum can be reckoned by analyzing the normal
component of the gap, and the sticking and sliding phases can be inferred
from the graph of the norm of the gap in the tangential direction. In Fig.
17(c) the history of the rotation vector of the plane can be appreciated. The
results for a convergence study are shown in Fig. 17(d) where, as expected,
O(h) is achieved.
6 Conclusions
In this work, a new frictional contact algorithm for nonsmooth multibody
systems is presented. The integration of the equations of motion of the
frictional contact problem is performed using the nonsmooth generalized-α
time integration scheme based on an augmented Lagrangian approach. The
smooth contributions are integrated using a second-order scheme, whereas
a first order scheme is used for the impulsive contributions. Compared
with the classical Moreau-Jean method, the proposed method leads to qual-
itatively better numerical solutions with less numerical dissipation. The
proposed contact model satisfies exactly the contact constraints at position
level, which means that no penetration is observed. Impacts are also prop-
erly solved with the exact satisfaction of constraints at velocity level. Then,
the complementarity problem for the normal and frictional contact problem
is solved at each time step using a Newton semi-smooth method in a fully
implicit approach with fast convergence. The proposed methodology has
been successfully applied to study different mechanism configurations con-
sisting of flexible and/or rigid bodies and to observe the friction effects on
the dynamic response of the system.
The presented numerical examples demonstrated the ability of the scheme
to represent frictional contact problems with large displacements and rota-
tions in a two and three dimensions. The algorithm has three main features:
i) the final solution is independent of the penalty parameters both in the tan-
gential and normal directions, their value mostly affect the convergence rate,
ii) the algorithm does not require modifications in existing finite elements
of the library, in other words it is minimally intrusive and iii) the smooth
motion of a mechanism is solved using a generalized–α method that allows
to integrate the equations of the flexible components with second-order ac-
curacy and with controlled dissipation, something that is not possible with
the first order integrators which are usually used to solve this kind of prob-
lems and introduce a much higher numerical dissipation. The equations for
the analytical computation of the residual forces and tangent matrices of
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the frictional contact algorithm are provided. Five numerical examples of
mechanisms with unilateral friction constraints are presented. Finally, the
results of these examples were compared to analytical equations and previ-
ous numerical solutions obtained by other authors showing good agreement
and convergence rate.
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